Roger Writes

Groundbreaking News
The campaign to raise funds for the
renovation is launched and plans
have been drawn to reconfigure and
renovate our 50 year-old 27,000 square
foot preschool facility.

Transitions are difficult.

In school I had a hard time transitioning
from finger painting to connect-the-dots.
By junior year I had pretty much worked
through it. Some transitions are bigger
and more significant. Like BC/AC, before
children, after children.

Often it is impossible to recognize a
transition until after the dust settles.
The disruption in the economy, and the
commensurate concerns with individual
and government spending, may be a time
of change. Will more families actually live
within their means? Will government start
thinking about how much things cost,
how their actions generally make things
cost more, or will they just cut their share
of the spending and leave it to others to
figure out?
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For Franziska Racker Centers, "Making Room" is transitional. It is our second major
fund-raising campaign in many decades, maybe in forever. When we are done, we will
have a twenty-first century building with more room, better space utilization, and will
be much more efficient to operate. And as you will read, this transition from old to
new is taking on a life of its own.
The Learning Center idea is perhaps more a transition of degree than of kind. The
concept is simple – accumulate knowledge about human development and the state
of the art methods of helping people, and share that knowledge broadly within the
Centers and throughout our greater community. And the goal is simple – people with
disabilities must be included in all aspects of social life, and that will happen more
successfully when citizens and organizations throughout society know more.
The Centers has a very important role in all this. We are the voice of the provider. The
discovery that the brain continues to develop after a child is born was not discovered
by our staff, and it is a safe prediction that future medical breakthroughs will come
from elsewhere. What our staff is really great at is taking that research, taking
the latest information, and applying it to the ways we help people. We translate
knowledge into action.
There are many examples of how this happens. It could be an entire issue of The
Outlook. Or maybe a Russian novel. With the Learning Center, we will increase our
efforts to learn, and develop training curricula that will be used to share information
in actionable ways. The transition will be from doing this quite a bit to doing it a lot.
We always hope that the future will be better. What is needed is hope + action.
Franziska Racker Centers is nothing if not ambitious. We work to make better futures
for individuals and families, and for communities and society.
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The renovation will add 8,900 square
feet of new space creating the Learning
Center with two areas that can
accommodate up to 250 people. The
building will hold two newly located
classrooms and repurpose the current
building to use space more efficiently,
giving community-based programs
much needed office space.

Seneca Street, just upstairs from our
current clinic site. The entire Tompkins
County Community Support Services
team, including Service Coordinators,
Family Support Coordinators, Behavior
Specialists, and program administrators
will make their move in the beginning
of June. In addition to staff offices,
the Autism Lending Library and Intake
Coordination (provided by the Home
Service Director) will also move to the

Director of Clinical & Educational
Services, have been working on the
relocation of services and have been
pleased by the process thus far. Jody
states, “Though it has been a large
amount of work to locate spaces, the
process has provided the opportunity to
learn more about the communities that
the kids live in. It has been an incredible
learning opportunity and the move
allows us the chance to partner with

Signworks location. The Community
Support Services Department
provides community-based services to
individuals with disabilities and their
families through Respite Programs,
Service Coordination, one-on-one
community support staff, in-home
behavior supports, and a variety
of other program areas. After the
renovations, the department will finally
enjoy space where all staff can work
together within easy proximity of each
other and in appropriate office space,
in stark contrast to the cramped offices
in the current space. The program staff
are excited for this opportunity and
looking forward to their temporary
accommodations. Staff phone numbers
will change and that information will be
forthcoming.

people we work with in a more in-depth
way.”

During the construction, which will take
one full year, for more efficiency and
for the safety of children and staff, the
classrooms and a number of offices
need to move elsewhere until the
work is complete. As a means to that
end, Centers staff have been working
to come up with places to move our
special education preschool, our
daycare, and our Community Support
Services department.
Our Community Support Services
department, which includes both
the Family Resource Program and
the Service Coordination Program,
will be relocating to the second floor
of the Signworks Building on West
Pictured: Physical Therapist Ellie PhillipsBurdge works with preschooler Dakota.
All relocation sites for the special education
preschool classes will have accommodations
for therapies.

We are working with the Office of
Children and Family Services and the
New York State Education Department
to ensure regulations are met and the
spaces are adequate for our education
services. Dan Brown, Associate
Executive Director and Jody Scriber,

One of the benefits of relocating classes
is that many children will be closer to
their homes or in schools that they
will attend in kindergarten. “These
partnerships offer us the opportunity for
more collaboration in the future,” says
Jody. “I’ve always felt our programs are
a reflection of the communities they are
in, so having our classrooms dispersed
around the area feels like a natural
choice.”
The last day of preschool special
education classes at Wilkins Road
will be June 23. We plan to have the
daycare classes closed as few days as
possible. Special Education classes in
the alternate locations will be opening
for the six week summer session
beginning July 11th and then will close
again as usual until after Labor Day. We
expect transportation by Bernie Bus to
continue for those in special education
programming.
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